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MULTIPLICITY OF STRONG SOLUTIONS FOR A CLASS OF
ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS WITHOUT THE
AMBROSETTI-RABINOWITZ CONDITION IN RN ‹
LI YIN, JINGHUA YAO:, QIHU ZHANG, AND CHUNSHAN ZHAO
Abstract. We investigate the existence and multiplicity of solutions to the following
ppxq-Laplacian problem in RN via critical point theory"
´△ppxq u` V pxq |u|
ppxq´2
u “ fpx, uq, in RN ,
u P W 1,pp¨qpRN q.
We propose a new set of growth conditions which matches the variable exponent nature
of the problem. Under this new set of assumptions, we manage to verify the Cerami
compactness condition. Therefore, we succeed in proving the existence of multiple
solutions to the above problem without the well-known Ambrosetti–Rabinowitz type
growth condition. Meanwhile, we could also characterize the pointwise asymptotic
behaviors of these solutions. In our main argument, the idea of localization, decompo-
sition of the domain, regularity of weak solutions and comparison principle are crucial
ingredients among others.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we study the existence and multiplicity of strong solutions to a class of
variable exponent problems in the whole space RN as follows"
´△ppxq u` V pxq |u|
ppxq´2
u “ fpx, uq, in RN ,
u PW 1,pp¨qpRNq,
(P )
where ∆ppxq is the ppxq-Laplace operator, also called ppxq-Laplacian, and its action on
the unknown u is defined by ∆ppxqu “ divp|∇u|
ppxq´2∇uq, V pxq is a nonlinear potential
function, and f “ fpx, uq is the nonlinear term.
Before moving forward, let us first briefly recall some background related to the problem
above. The study of differential equations and the related variational problems with
variable exponent has been a new and interesting topic. From an application point of
view, this study has its backgrounds in such hot topics as image processing, nonlinear
electrorheological fluids and elastic mechanics. We refer the readers to [1], [5], [26],
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[31], [42] and the references therein for more details. For a state of the art summary of
the applications, see the monographs [6] and [27]. From a pure mathematical point of
view, the study of differential equations involving the ppxq-Laplacian can be regarded
as a natural further development of that involving p-Laplacian where p P p1,`8q is
a constant. Compared with the classical Laplacian ∆ (pp¨q ” 2) and the general p-
Laplacian ∆p, the ppxq-Laplacian is both nonlinear and non-homogeneous. Therefore,
the study of differential equations involving ppxq-Laplacian is usually more involved due
to the nonlinear and non-homogeneous nature of ppxq-Laplacian. Usually new methods
and techniques are needed to study such elliptic equations involving the non-standard
growth, since the commonly known methods and techniques to study elliptic equations
involving standard growth may fail. In our current investigation, we focus on a class
of elliptic equations in the whole space RN with the operator ´∆ppxq ¨ `V pxq| ¨ |
ppxq´2¨
in which a potential term V pxq is also involved. Here we adopt the notion potential
term for V pxq from the classical Schr:odinger operator H :“ ´ ~
2
2m
∆ ` V pxq where ~ is
the Planck constant, m mass of the particle, and V pxq the potential (see [28], [30]).
Later, we will see that this point of view also motivated our assumptions on V pxq for
our problem here. During the study of variational problems with variable exponent
growth, the regularity properties of solutions to the related differential equations are
also involved when one attempts to study finer properties of these solutions, see in
particular Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the current study. There are a large
number of related research works. We refer the readers to [3], [10], [11], [12], [15], [18],
[23], [25], [33], [37], [39] and the references therein for further details.
In this paper, our main goals are to study the existence and multiplicity of solutions to
the problem pP q in the whole space setting RN (unbounded in particular) without the
classical Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz condition, and to describe the pointwise asymptotic be-
havior of these solutions. For these purposes, we propose a new set of growth conditions
under which we are able to check the Cerami compactness condition. A main motiva-
tion of our current study is the observation that the famous Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz
type condition sometimes can be very restrictive and excludes many interesting nonlin-
earities. Actually, in the constant exponent case pp¨q ” p, there were a series of papers
dealing with problems without the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz type growth condition (see
[17], [20], [21], [22], [24], [32]). However, due to the differences between the p-Laplacian
and ppxq-Laplacian mentioned above, often, it is very difficult to judge whether or not
results about p-Laplacian can be generalized to ppxq-Laplacian, and even if the gen-
eralization can be done, it is still challenging to figure out the suitable or right forms
in which the results should be. To the best of our knowledge, there were rare results
on variable exponent problem without Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz type growth condition
(see [2], [16], [35], [40]). In an interesting earlier effort [35], the author considered the
existence of solutions of variable exponent differential equations on a bounded domain,
intending to weaken the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz growth condition. Unfortunately, the
related assumption in [35] was actually stronger than the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz con-
dition. In a recent advancement [2], the authors considered the similar problem as
pP q under a couple of interesting assumptions as follows: (10) There exists a constant
θ ě 1, such that θFpx, tq ě Fpx, stq for any px, tq P RNˆR and s P r0, 1s, where
Fpx, tq “ fpx, tqt ´ p`F px, tq; (20) f P CpRNˆR,Rq satisfies lim
|t|Ñ8
F px,tq
|t|p
` “ 8. Very
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recently in [16], the authors considered the problem pP q in a bounded domain under
a condition similar to p20q. Motivated by the above-mentioned interesting studies and
[40], here we study problem pP q in the whole space RN under growth conditions involv-
ing variable growth rates which match much better the variable nature of the problem
under investigation.
Notations. In this paper, the notion “f1pxq ăă f2pxq” or equivalently “f1 ăă f2”
means that ess inf
xPRN
`
f2pxq´f1pxq
˘
ą 0. We define the Sobolev conjugate exponent p˚pxq
of the variable exponent ppxq as follows
p˚pxq “
"
Nppxq
N´ppxq
, ppxq ă N,
8 , ppxq ě N.
Throughout the paper, we use letters c, ci, C, Ci, i “ 1, 2, ... to denote generic positive
constants which may vary from line to line, and we will specify them whenever it is nec-
essary. For a function, say p “ ppxq or f “ fpx, tq, we do not distinguish the expressions
p, pp¨q and ppxq or f , fp¨, ¨q and fpx, tq when no ambiguity arises. For sequences, we
shall use “á” to represent weak convergence while “Ñ” strong convergence in suitable
function spaces.
To state our main results clearly and make the exposition concrete, we first collect
our assumptions on the potential function V pxq, the variable exponent ppxq and the
nonlinearity f as follows:
pV q V P L8locpR
Nq, ess inf
xPRN
V pxq “ V0 ą 0 and V pxq Ñ `8 as |x| Ñ 8.
ppq 1 ăă pp¨q P C1pRNq and |∇p| P L8pRNq.
pH0q f : R
N ˆ RÑ R satisfies the Caratheodory condition and
|fpx, tq| ď Cp|t|ppxq´1 ` |t|αpxq´1q, @px, tq P RN ˆ R,
where α P CpRNq and ppxq ăă αpxq ăă p˚pxq.
pH1q There exist constants M,C1, C2 ą 0 and a function a ąą p on R
N such that
C1 |t|
ppxq rlnpe` |t|qsapxq´1 ď C2
tfpx, tq
lnpe` |t|q
ď tfpx, tq ´ ppxqF px, tq, @ |t| ěM, @x P RN ,
where and throughout the paper, F px, tq :“
şt
0
fpx, sq ds.
pH2q fpx, tq “ op|t|
ppxq´1q uniformly for x P RN , as tÑ 0.
pH3q fpx,´tq “ ´fpx, tq, @x P R
N , @t P R.
Before stating our main results and proceeding further, we would like to briefly com-
ment on some of the above assumptions. First, we point out that the assumption pV q
means that the potential V pxq is the standard potential well of infinite depth in classical
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quantum theory. From a mathematical point view, this natural potential well assump-
tion yields exactly the needed compactness in our problem in the unbounded setting,
see in particular Proposition (2.5)-iiq, Lemma 3.3, and Lemma 3.4. The assumption
pH0q states that the nonlinearity f here has a subcritical (in the sense of Sobolev em-
bedding) growth rate in the whole space RN ˆR while the assumptions pH1q and pH2q
describe the far and near field behaviors of the nonlinearity f with respect to its second
argument respectively. It is worthing noting that the rates involved in the assumptions
pH0q´pH2q are all variable rates which match the variable nature of our problem under
study.
Now we are in a position to state our main results.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the conditions (V), (p), (H0)-(H2) hold, then the problem
(P) has two nontrivial strong solutions u1 and u2 which satisfy u1 ą 0 ą u2, lim
|x|Ñ8
uipxq “
0 and lim
|x|Ñ8
|∇uipxq| “ 0 for i “ 1, 2.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that the conditions (V), (p), (H0), (H1) and (H3) hold, then
there are infinitely many pairs of strong solutions {˘ui} to the problem (P) which satisfy
lim
|x|Ñ8
uipxq “ 0 and lim
|x|Ñ8
|∇uipxq| “ 0 for i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
For the rigorous definition of strong solutions to problem pP q, see Definition 3.1. We
postpone the rigorous introduction of definitions of solutions to the problem pP q until
Definition 3.1, as it is only possible and more natural after we introduce the necessary
functional-analytic framework. Meanwhile. we have the following remark.
Remark 1.3. piq Let fpx, tq “ |t|ppxq´2 trlnp1` |t|qsapxq, then we can see f satisfies the
condition pH0q´pH3q, but it does not satisfy the Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz condition. piiq
We do not need any monotone assumption on the nonlinearity f in our main results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall for our study the
minimal functional-analytic preparation related to the variable exponent Lebesgue and
Sobolev spaces. Some useful lemmas are also included in this section. In Section 3, we
give the proofs of the above main results.
2. Preliminaries
In order to discuss problem pP q rigorously, we recall here some necessary results on the
variable exponent Lebesgue space Lpp¨qpRN q and Sobolev space W 1,pp¨qpRNq. For more
systematic information, please see the monographs [6], [27], papers [7], [11], [13], [19],
[29], [34] and the references therein. In this section, we shall validate the assumptions
pV q and ppq.
We denote C`pR
Nq “ th P CpRNq
ˇˇ
hpxq ąą 1u. For h P CpRNq, we define
h` “ sup
RN
hpxq, h´ “ inf
RN
hpxq.
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Now we introduce the variable exponent Lebesgue space Lpp¨qpRNq as follows:
Lpp¨qpRNq “
"
u | u is a measurabled real-value function,
ż
RN
|upxq|ppxq dx ă 8
*
.
On Lpp¨qpRNq, we introduce the Luxemberg norm by
|u|pp¨q “ inf
"
λ ą 0
ˇˇˇ
ˇşRN ˇˇˇupxqλ ˇˇˇppxq dx ď 1
*
.
Then (Lpp¨qpRN q, |¨|pp¨q) becomes a Banach space and it is the so-called variable exponent
Lebesgue space.
For the variable exponent Lebesgue spaces, we have the following version of H:older’s
inequality and embedding.
Proposition 2.1. (see [6], [7], [11]). i) The space pLpp¨qpRNq, |¨|pp¨qq is a separable,
uniform convex Banach space, and its conjugate space is Lqp¨qpRNq, where 1
qpxq
` 1
ppxq
” 1.
For any u P Lpp¨qpRN q and v P Lqp¨qpRNq, we haveˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
RN
uvdx
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď p 1p´ ` 1q´ q |u|pp¨q |v|qp¨q .
ii) If p1, p2 P C`pR
Nq, Ω Ă RN is a bounded domain, p1pxq ď p2pxq for any x P Ω, then
Lp2p¨qpΩq Ă Lp1p¨qpΩq, and the embedding is continuous.
In the study of nonlinear elliptical variational problems, the property of the Nemytsky
operator plays an important role. In the variable exponent Lebesgue spaces framework,
we have the following property concerning the Nemytsky operator.
Proposition 2.2. (see [11]). If f : RNˆRÑ R is a Caratheodory function and satisfies
|fpx, sq| ď hpxq ` b |s|p1pxq{p2pxq for any x P RN , s P R,
where p1, p2 P C`pR
Nq , h P Lp2p¨qpRNq, hpxq ě 0, b ě 0, then the Nemytsky operator
from Lp1p¨qpRNq to Lp2p¨qpRNq defined by pNfuqpxq “ fpx, upxqq is a continuous and
bounded operator.
Compared with the constant exponent spaces, one of the distinct features of variable
exponent spaces is that there is no strict equality relation between the module and the
norm of a function in the variable exponent spaces. Related to this feature, we have
the following two propositions.
Proposition 2.3. (see [11]). If we denote
ρpuq “
ż
RN
|u|ppxq dx, @u P Lpp¨qpRNq,
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then there exists a ξ P RN such that |u|
ppξq
pp¨q “
ş
RN
|u|ppxq dx and
i) |u|pp¨q ă 1p“ 1;ą 1q ðñ ρpuq ă 1p“ 1;ą 1q;
ii) |u|pp¨q ą 1 ùñ |u|
p´
pp¨q ď ρpuq ď |u|
p`
pp¨q ; |u|pp¨q ă 1 ùñ |u|
p´
pp¨q ě ρpuq ě |u|
p`
pp¨q ;
iii) |u|pp¨q Ñ 0ðñ ρpuq Ñ 0; |u|pp¨q Ñ 8ðñ ρpuq Ñ 8.
Proposition 2.4. (see [11]). If u, un P L
pp¨qpRNq, n “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , then the following
statements are equivalent to each other.
1) lim
kÑ8
|uk ´ u|pp¨q “ 0;
2) lim
kÑ8
ρ puk ´ uq “ 0;
3) uk Ñ u in measure in R
N and lim
kÑ8
ρ pukq “ ρpuq.
Now we introduce the variable exponent Sobolev spaceW 1,pp¨qpRNq. The spaceW 1,pp¨qpRNq
is defined through
W 1,pp¨qpRNq “
 
u P Lpp¨q
`
R
N
˘ ˇˇ
∇u P pLpp¨q
`
R
N
˘
qN
(
,
equipped with the following norm
}u}pp¨q “ |u|pp¨q ` |∇u|pp¨q , @u PW
1,pp¨q
`
R
N
˘
.
Adapted to our specific problem here, we introduce the working space X by
X “
"
u PW 1,pp¨qpRNq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
RN
|∇upxq|ppxq ` V pxq |upxq|ppxq dx ă 8
*
,
and it can be equipped with the norm
}u} “ inf
#
λ ą 0
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
RN
ˇˇˇ
ˇ∇upxqλ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ppxq
` V pxq
ˇˇˇ
ˇupxqλ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ppxq
dx ď 1
+
.
Obviously, X is a closed linear subspace of W 1,pp¨qpRNq.
Concerning the space X , we also have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5. (see [2] Lemma 2.6). i) X is a separable reflexive Banach spaces;
ii) If q P C`
`
R
N
˘
and ppxq ď qpxq ăă p˚pxq for any x P RN , then the embedding from
X to Lqp¨q
`
R
N
˘
is compact and continuous.
Next we give some results related to the ppxq-Laplacian △ppxq. Consider the following
functional
Jpuq “
ż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇u|ppxq ` V pxq |u|ppxqqdx, u P X.
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Obviously (see [4]), J P C1pX,Rq, and the operator ´∆ppxq ¨ `V pxq| ¨ |
ppxq´2¨ is the
derivative operator of J in the weak sense. We denote L :“ J
1
: X Ñ X˚, then
pLpuq, vq “
ż
RN
p|∇u|ppxq´2∇u∇v ` V pxq |u|ppxq´2 uvqdx, @u, v P X.
On the properties of the derivative operator L, we have the following proposition which
will be useful in Sections 3.
Proposition 2.6. (see [11], [18]). i) L : X Ñ X˚ is a continuous, bounded and strictly
monotone operator;
ii) L is a mapping of type pS`q, i.e., if un á u in X and lim
nÑ`8
pLpunq´Lpuq, un´uq ď 0,
then un Ñ u in X;
iii) L : X Ñ X˚ is a homeomorphism.
Now, we denote Bpx0, ε, δ, θq :“ tx P R
N | δ ď |x´ x0| ď ε,
x´x0
|x´x0|
¨ ∇ppx0q
|∇ppx0q|
ě cos θu,
where θ P p0, π
2
q. Then, we have the following geometrical proposition on the variable
exponent ppxq.
Lemma 2.7. (see [40]) If p P C1pRNq, x0 P R
N satisfy ∇ppx0q ‰ 0, then there exist a
positive ε small enough such that
px´ x0q ¨∇ppxq ą 0, @x P Bpx0, ε, δ, θq, (2.1)
and
maxtppxq | x P Bpx0, εqu “ maxtppxq | x P Bpx0, ε, ε, θqu. (2.2)
Proof. The proof can be found in [40]. We reproduce it here for completeness and for
the readers’ convenience.
Since p P C1pRNq, for any x P Bpx0, ε, δ, θq, when ε is small enough, it is easy to see
that
∇ppxq ¨ px´ x0q “ p∇ppx0q ` op1qq ¨ px´ x0q
“ ∇ppx0q ¨ px´ x0q ` op|x´ x0|q
ě |∇ppx0q| |x´ x0| cos θ ` op|x´ x0|q ą 0,
where op1q P RN is a function and op1q Ñ 0 uniformly as |x´ x0| Ñ 0.
When ε is small enough, (2.1) is valid. Since p P C1pRNq, there exist a small enough
positive ε such that
ppxq ´ ppx0q “ ∇ppyq ¨ px´ x0q “ p∇ppx0q ` op1qq ¨ px´ x0q,
where y “ x0` τpx´x0q and τ P p0, 1q, op1q P R
N is a function and op1q Ñ 0 uniformly
as |x´ x0| Ñ 0.
Suppose x P Bpx0, εqzBpx0, ε, δ, θq. Denote x
˚ “ x0 ` ε∇ppx0q{ |∇ppx0q|.
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Suppose x´x0
|x´x0|
¨ ∇ppx0q
|∇ppx0q|
ă cos θ. When ε is small enough, we have
ppxq ´ ppx0q “ p∇ppx0q ` op1qq ¨ px´ x0q
ă |∇ppx0q| |x´ x0| cos θ ` opεq
ď p∇ppx0q ` op1qq ¨ ε∇ppx0q{ |∇ppx0q|
“ ppx˚q ´ ppx0q,
where op1q P RN is a function and op1q Ñ 0 as εÑ 0.
Suppose |x´ x0| ă δ. When ε is small enough, we have
ppxq ´ ppx0q “ p∇ppx0q ` op1qq ¨ px´ x0q
ď |∇ppx0q| |x´ x0| ` opεq
ă p∇ppx0q ` op1qq ¨ ε∇ppx0q{ |∇ppx0q|
“ ppx˚q ´ ppx0q,
where op1q P RN is a function and op1q Ñ 0 as εÑ 0. Thus, we have
maxtppxq | x P Bpx0, εqu “ maxtppxq | x P Bpx0, ε, δ, θqu. (2.3)
It follows from (2.1) and (2.3) that (2.2) is valid. The proof of Lemma 2.8 is completed.

Next, we give a lemma which will also be used in Section 3.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that the function F px, uq satisfies the following far-field growth
condition with respect to its second argument u:
C1 |u|
ppxq rlnpe` |u|qsapxq ď F px, uq, @ |u| ěM, @x P RN ,
where apxq ąą ppxq, and x0 P R
N with ∇ppx0q ‰ 0. Let
hpxq “
"
0, |x´ x0| ą ε
ε´ |x´ x0| , |x´ x0| ď ε
,
where ε is defined in Lemma 2.7, then there holds
ϕpthq “
ż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇th|ppxq ` V pxq |th|ppxqqdx´
ż
RN
F px, thqdxÑ ´8 as tÑ `8.
Proof. We only need to prove that
Ψpthq :“
ż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇th|ppxq ` V pxq |th|ppxqq dx´
ż
RN
C1 |th|
ppxq rlnpe` |th|qsapxqdx
Ñ ´8 as tÑ `8.
Obviously, for t sufficiently large, we haveż
RN
1
ppxq
|∇th|ppxq dx ď C2
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
|∇th|ppxq dx,
ż
RN
V pxq |th|ppxq dx ď C2
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
V pxq |th|ppxq dx,
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RN
C1 |th|
ppxq rlnpe` |th|qsapxqdx ě
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
C1 |th|
ppxq rlnpe` |th|qsapxqdx.
Next we shall use spherical coordinates. Denote r “ |x´ x0|. Since p P C
1pRNq, it
follows from (2.1) that there exist positive constants c1 and c2 such that
ppε, ωq ´ c2pε´ rq ď ppr, ωq ď ppε, ωq ´ c1pε´ rq, @pr, ωq P Bpx0, ε, δ, θq.
Therefore, we have
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
|∇th|ppxq dx “
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
tppr,ωqrN´1drdω
ď
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
tppε,ωq´c1pε´rqrN´1drdω
ď εN´1
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
tppε,ωq´c1pε´rqdrdω
ď εN´1
ż
Bpx0,1,1,θq
tppε,ωq
c1 ln t
dω. (2.4)
Similarly, we have
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
V pxq |th|ppxq dx “
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
V pr, ωq |tpε´ rq|ppr,ωq rN´1drdω
ď c3
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
|t|ppr,ωq drdω
ď c3
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
|t|ppε,ωq´c1pε´rq drdω
“ c3
ż
Bpx0,1,1,θq
dω
ż ε
δ
|t|ppε,ωq´c1pε´rq dr
ď c4
ż
Bpx0,1,1,θq
|t|ppε,ωq
ln t
dω. (2.5)
Since p P C1pRNq, and ap¨q ąą pp¨q, when ε is small enough, there exists a ǫ1 ą 0 such
that
apxq ě maxtppxq ` ǫ1 | x P Bpx0, ε, δ, θqu, @x P Bpx0, ε, δ, θq.
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Hence, when t is large enough, we haveż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
C1 |th|
ppxq rlnpe` |th|qsapxqdx
“
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
C1 |tpε´ rq|
ppr,ωq
rN´1rlnpe ` |tpε´ rq|qsapr,ωqdrdω
ě C1δ
N´1
ż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
|t|ppε,ωq´c2pε´rq |ε´ r|ppε,ωq´c1pε´rq rlnpe` |tpε´ rq|qsapr,ωqdrdω
ě C1δ
N´1
ż
Bpx0,1,1,θq
dω
ż ε´ 1
ln t
δ
|t|ppε,ωq´c2pε´rq |ε´ r|ppε,ωq´c1pε´rq rlnpe` |tpε´ rq|qsapr,ωqdr
ě C3δ
N´1
ż
Bpx0,1,1,θq
p
1
ln t
qppε,ωqrlnpe`
t
ln t
qsppε,ωq`ǫ1
ż ε´ 1
ln t
δ
|t|ppε,ωq´c2pε´rq drdω
ě C4δ
N´1
ż
Bpx0,1,1,θq
pln tqǫ1
|t|ppε,ωq´
c2
ln t
c2 ln t
dω
ě pln tqǫ1C5δ
N´1
ż
Bpx0,1,1,θq
|t|ppε,ωq
c2 ln t
dω.
Thus, we haveż
Bpx0,ε,δ,θq
C1 |th|
ppxq rlnpe` |th|qsapxqdx ě pln tqǫ1C5
ż
Bpx0,1,1,θq
|t|ppε,ωq
ln t
dω as tÑ `8.
(2.6)
It follows from (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) that Ψpthq Ñ ´8. The proof of Lemma 2.8 is
completed. 
3. Proofs of main results
In this section, we will prove the main results. We first make clear the definitions of
weak and strong solutions to the problem pP q respectively.
Definition 3.1. piq We call u P X is a weak solution of pP q ifż
RN
|∇u|ppxq´2∇u ¨∇v ` V pxq |u|ppxq´2 uvdx “
ż
RN
fpx, uqvdx, @v P X.
piiq We call u is a strong solution of pP q if u P C1,αpRNq and it is a weak solution of
pP q.
The corresponding functional of pP q is
ϕ puq “
ż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇u|ppxq ` V pxq |u|ppxqqdx´
ż
RN
F px, uqdx, @u P X.
Definition 3.2. We say ϕ satisfies the Cerami condition inX , if any sequence tunu Ă X
such that tϕpunqu is bounded and }ϕ
1punq} p1 ` }un}q Ñ 0 as n Ñ `8 has a strong
convergent subsequence in X .
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Lemma 3.3. Suppose that the conditions (V), (p), (H0)-(H1) hold, then ϕ satisfies the
Cerami condition in X.
Proof. Let tunu Ă X be a Cerami sequence, i.e., ϕpunq Ñ c and }ϕ
1punq} p1`}un}q Ñ 0.
Suppose tunu is bounded, then tunu has a weakly convergent subsequence inX . Without
loss of generality, we assume that un á u in X , according to Proposition 2.5-ii), then
fpx, unq Ñ fpx, uq in X
˚. Since ϕ1punq “ Lpunq ´ fpx, unq Ñ 0 in X
˚, we have
Lpunq Ñ fpx, uq in X
˚. Since L is a homeomorphism, we have un Ñ u in X , and
therefore ϕ satisfies Cerami condition. Hence, we only need to prove the boundedness
of the Cerami sequence tunu.
We suppose, on the contrary, that there exist c P R and tunu Ă X satisfying:
ϕpunq Ñ c, }ϕ
1punq} p1` }un}q Ñ 0, }un} Ñ `8.
Obviously, there holdsˇˇˇ
ˇ 1ppxqun
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
pp¨q
ď
1
p´
|un|pp¨q ,
ˇˇˇ
ˇ∇ 1ppxqun
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
pp¨q
ď
1
p´
|∇un|pp¨q ` C |un|pp¨q .
Thus,
››› 1ppxqun››› ď C }un}. Therefore, pϕ1punq, 1ppxqunq Ñ 0. We may now assume that
c` 1 ě ϕpunq ´ pϕ
1punq,
1
ppxq
unq
“
ż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇un|
ppxq ` V pxq |un|
ppxqqdx´
ż
RN
F px, unqdx
´t
ż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇un|
ppxq ` V pxq |un|
ppxqqdx´
ż
RN
1
ppxq
fpx, unqundx
´
ż
RN
1
p2pxq
un |∇un|
ppxq´2∇un∇pdxu
ě
ż
RN
1
p2pxq
un |∇un|
ppxq´2∇un∇pdx`
ż
RN
t
1
ppxq
fpx, unqun ´ F px, unqudx.
Hence,ż
RN
t
fpx, unqun
ppxq
´ F px, unqudx ď C1p
ż
RN
|un| |∇un|
ppxq´1
dx` 1q
ď σ
ż
RN
|∇un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx` C1
`Cpσq
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe ` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx, (3.1)
where σ is a small enough positive constant.
Now, we claim thatż
RN
|fpx, unqun|
lnpe ` |un|q
dx ď c1
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` c2. (3.2)
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Note that un
lnpe`|un|q
P X , and
››› unlnpe`|un|q
››› ď C2 }un}. Let unlnpe`|un|q be a test function, we
have ż
RN
fpx, unq
un
lnpe` |un|q
dx
“
ż
RN
|∇un|
ppxq´2∇un∇
un
lnpe` |un|q
dx`
ż
RN
V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx` op1q
“
ż
RN
|∇un|
ppxq ` V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx´
ż
RN
|un| |∇un|
ppxq
pe ` |un|qrlnpe` |un|qs2
dx` op1q.
It is easy to check that |un||∇un|
ppxq
pe`|un|qrlnpe`|un|qs2
ď 1
2
|∇un|
ppxq
lnpe`|un|q
. Thus, we have
C3
ż
RN
|∇un|
ppxq ` V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx´ C4 ď
ż
RN
fpx, unq
un
lnpe` |un|q
dx
ď C5
ż
RN
|∇un|
ppxq ` V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe ` |un|q
dx` C6.(3.3)
By pH0q, for any given positive constant M , there exist a positive constant cM such that
|fpx, uqu| ` |F px, uq| ď cM |u|
ppxq
, @x P RN , @ |u| ďM. (3.4)
From (3.1), (3.3), (3.4) and condition pH1q, we haveż
|un|ěM
fpx, unq
un
lnpe` |un|q
dx´
ż
|un|ăM
cM |un|
ppxq
dx
pH1q,(3.4)
ď C7
ż
RN
t
fpx, unqun
ppxq
´ F px, unqudx
p3.1q
ď C7tσ
ż
RN
|∇un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx` C8 ` Cpσq
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe ` |un|qs
ppxq´1dxu
p3.3q
ď
1
2
ż
RN
fpx, unqun ´ C3V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx` C10
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` C9
(3.4)
ď
1
2
ż
|un|ěM
fpx, unq
un
lnpe` |un|q
dx`
1
2
ż
|un|ăM
cM |un|
ppxq
dx
´
C3
2
ż
RN
V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx` C10
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` C9.
Thus, there holds
ż
|un|ěM
fpx, unq
un
lnpe ` |un|q
dx` C3
ż
RN
V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx´ 3cM
ż
|un|ăM
|un|
ppxq
dx
ď 2C10
ż
RN
|∇p| |un|
ppxq rlnpe ` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` 2C9. (3.5)
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From condition pV q, when R0 ą 0 is large enough, we have V pxq ě 3pM ` 1qcM{C3 for
any |x| ě R0. Thus, we have
C3
ż
RN
V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx´ 3cM
ż
|un|ăM
|un|
ppxq
dx
“ C3
ż
|x|ďR0
V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx` C3
ż
|x|ąR0
V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx
´3cM
ż
|un|ăM,|x|ďR0
|un|
ppxq
dx´ 3cM
ż
|un|ăM,|x|ąR0
|un|
ppxq
dx
ě
ż
|un|ăM,|x|ąR0
cM |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx´ c2
p3.4q
ě
ż
|un|ăM
|fpx, unqun|
lnpe` |un|q
dx´ c3. (3.6)
Combining (3.5) and (3.6), we haveż
RN
|fpx, unqun|
lnpe` |un|q
dx ď 2C10
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` c4.
Therefore, (3.2) is valid.
Claim 1.
ş
RN
|fpx,unqun|
lnpe`|un|q
dxÑ `8.
We suppose the contrary. Up to a sequence, we can see
!ş
RN
|fpx,unqun|
lnpe`|un|q
dx
)
is bounded.
Let ε ą 0 satisfy ε ă mint1, p´ ´ 1, 1
p˚`
, pp˚ ´ αq´u. Since }ϕ1punq} }un} Ñ 0 and
}un} Ñ `8, we haveż
RN
p|∇un|
ppxq ` V pxq |un|
ppxqqdx
“
ż
RN
fpx, unqundx` op1q
ď
ż
RN
|fpx, unqun|
ε rlnpe` |un|qs
1´ε
„
|fpx, unqun|
lnpe ` |un|q
1´ε
dx` op1q
ď c5p1` }un}q
1`ε
ż
RN
|fpx, unqun|
ε p1` |un|
ε2q
p1` }un}q1`ε
„
|fpx, unqun|
lnpe ` |un|q
1´ε
dx` op1q
“ c5p1` }un}q
1`ε
ż
RN
|fpx, unqun|
ε ` r|fpx, unq| |un|
1`εsε
p1` }un}q1`ε
„
|fpx, unqun|
lnpe ` |un|q
1´ε
dx` op1q
ď c5p1` }un}q
1`ε
ż
RN
«˜
|fpx, unqun|
p1` }un}q
1`ε
ε
¸ε
`
˜
|fpx, unq| |un|
1`ε
p1` }un}q
1`ε
ε
¸εff„
|fpx, unqun|
lnpe ` |un|q
1´ε
dx` op1q
ď c6p1` }un}q
1`ε ` c7.
It is a contradiction. Therefore, Claim 1 is valid.
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From Claim 1 and (3.2), we can seeż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dxÑ `8 as nÑ `8. (3.7)
From hypothesis pH1q and (3.2), we can seeż
|un|ěM
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
apxq´1dx ď C11
ż
RN
|fpx, unqun|
lnpe` |un|q
dx
ď C12
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe ` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` C12.(3.8)
Note that a ąą p in RN , then there is a positive constant M# ąM (whereM is defined
in (H1)) such that
rlnpe` |t|qsapxq´ppxq ě 4C12, @ |t| ěM
#, @x P RN .
Claim 2. lim
nÑ8
ş
|un|ěM#
|un|
ppxq rlnpe`|un|qs
ppxq´1dx ă 1
2
ş
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe`|un|qs
ppxq´1dx.
We argue by contradiction. Up to a sequence, we can seeż
|un|ěM#
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx ě
1
3
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe ` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx. (3.9)
Combining (3.7) and p3.9q, we can seeż
|un|ěM#
|un|
ppxq rlnpe ` |un|qs
ppxq´1dxÑ `8 as nÑ `8. (3.10)
According to the defifnition of M# and (3.8), we can see
4C12
ż
|un|ěM#
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx
ď
ż
|un|ěM#
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
apxq´1dx
ď
ż
|un|ěM
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
apxq´1dx
ď C12
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe ` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` C12
p3.9q
ď 3C12
ż
|un|ěM#
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` C12.
Therefore,
ş
|un|ěM#
|un|
ppxq rlnpe`|un|qs
ppxq´1dx ď C12, which contradicts (3.10). There-
fore, Claim 2 is valid.
From Claim 2, for large enough n, we haveż
|un|ăM#
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx ě
1
2
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx. (3.11)
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Notice that V pxq Ñ `8 as |x| Ñ `8.
From (3.3), (3.2) and (3.11), we haveż
RN
|∇un|
ppxq ` V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx
p3.3q
ď c8
ż
RN
fpx, unq
un
lnpe` |un|q
dx` C4
ď c8
ż
RN
|fpx, unqun|
lnpe ` |un|q
dx` C4
p3.2q
ď c9
ż
RN
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` C12
p3.11q
ď 2c9
ż
|un|ăM#
|un|
ppxq rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxq´1dx` C12
ď 2c9
ż
|un|ăM#,|x|ěR0
|un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxqdx
`2c9
ż
|un|ăM#,|x|ăR0
|un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
rlnpe` |un|qs
ppxqdx` C13
ď
1
2
ż
|un|ďM#,|x|ěR0
V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx` C14
ď
1
2
ż
RN
|∇un|
ppxq ` V pxq |un|
ppxq
lnpe` |un|q
dx` C14,
where R0 ą 0 be large enough such that
inf
|x|ěR0
V pxq ě 4M#p
`
c9.
Therefore,
ş
RN
|∇un|
ppxq`V pxq|un|
ppxq
lnpe`|un|q
dx is bounded, and then
ş
RN
|fpx,unqun|
lnpe`|un|q
dx is bounded.
It is a contradiction.
Summarizing the above discussion, we obtain that {un} is bounded. Therefore, the
proof of Lemma 3.3 is completed. 
Next we give the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We only prove the existence and asymptotic behavior of
positive solution u1. The rest is similar. We divide the proof into three steps as follows.
Step 1. We show the existence of a nontrivial nonnegative weak solution u1.
Denote
f`px, uq “
"
fpx, uq, u ě 0
0, u ă 0
, F`px, uq “
ż u
0
f`px, tqdt.
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Consider the auxiliary problem
(P`)
"
´△ppxq u` V pxq |u|
ppxq´2
u “ f`px, uq, in RN ,
u P X.
The corresponding functional of (P`) is
ϕ` puq “
ż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇u|ppxq ` V pxq |u|ppxqqdx´
ż
RN
F`px, uqdx, @u P X.
Obviously, ϕ` is C1 in X .
Let’s show that ϕ` satisfies conditions of the well-known Mountain Pass Lemma. Similar
to the proof of Lemma 3.3, we can see that ϕ` satisfy Cerami condition. Since ppxq ă
αpxq ăă p˚pxq, the embedding X ãÑ Lαp¨qpΩq is compact, then there exists C0 ą 0 such
that
|u|pp¨q ď C0 }u} , @u P X.
By the assumptions pH0q and pH2q, we have
F`px, tq ď σ
1
ppxq
|t|ppxq ` Cpσq |t|αpxq , @px, tq P RN ˆ R.
Let σ P p0, 1
4
V0q, where V0 is defined in (V). We haveż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇u|ppxq ` V pxq |u|ppxqqdx´ σ
ż
RN
1
ppxq
|u|ppxq dx
ě
3
4
ż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇u|ppxq ` V pxq |u|ppxqqdx.
Since α P CpRNq and ppxq ăă αpxq ăă p˚pxq, we can divide the domain RN into a
sequence of disjoint small cubes Ωi (i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,8) each one has the same side length
such that RN “
8
Y
i“1
Ωi and
sup
Ωi
ppxq ă inf
Ωi
αpxq ď sup
Ωi
αpxq ă inf
Ωi
p˚pxq.
We introduce a number ǫ as follows:
ǫ :“ inf
1ďiď8
tinf
Ωi
αpxq ´ sup
Ωi
ppxqu.
According to assumptions ppq and pH0q, one easily see that ǫ ą 0 as long as the side
length of Ωi is made sufficiently small.
Denote }u}Ωi the Sobolev norm of u on Ωi, i.e.,
}u}Ωi “ inf
#
λ ą 0
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
Ωi
1
ppxq
˜ˇˇˇ
ˇ∇uλ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ppxq
` V pxq
ˇˇˇ
u
λ
ˇˇˇppxq¸
dx ď 1
+
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and |u|αp¨q,Ωi the Lebesgue norm of u on Ωi, i.e.,
|u|αp¨q,Ωi “ inf
"
λ ą 0
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ωi
ˇˇˇ
u
λ
ˇˇˇαpxq
dx ď 1
*
.
It is easy to see that }u}Ωi ď }u}, and there exist ξi, ηi P Ωi such that
|u|
αpξiq
αp¨q,Ωi
“
ż
Ωi
|u|αpxq dx,
}u}
ppηiq
Ωi
“
ż
Ωi
p
1
ppxq
|∇u|ppxq `
V pxq
ppxq
|u|ppxqqdx.
When }u} is small enough, we have
Cpσq
ż
Ω
|u|αpxq dx “ Cpσq
8ÿ
i“1
ż
Ωi
|u|αpxq dx
“ Cpσq
8ÿ
i“1
|u|
αpξiq
αp¨q,Ωi
(where ξi P Ωi)
ď C
8ÿ
i“1
}u}
αpξiq
Ωi
(by Corollary 8.3.2 of [6])
ď C }u}ǫ
8ÿ
i“1
}u}
ppηiq
Ωi
(where ηi P Ωi)
“ C }u}ǫ
8ÿ
i“1
ż
Ωi
p
1
ppxq
|∇u|ppxq `
V pxq
ppxq
|u|ppxqqdx
“ C }u}ǫ
ż
RN
p
1
ppxq
|∇u|ppxq `
V pxq
ppxq
|u|ppxqqdx
ď
1
4
ż
RN
p
1
ppxq
|∇u|ppxq `
V pxq
ppxq
|u|ppxqqdx.
Thus, there holds
ϕ`puq ě
ż
RN
p
1
ppxq
|∇u|ppxq `
V pxq
ppxq
|u|ppxqqdx´ σ
ż
RN
1
ppxq
|u|ppxq dx´ Cpσq
ż
RN
|u|αpxq dx
ě
1
2
ż
RN
p
1
ppxq
|∇u|ppxq `
V pxq
ppxq
|u|ppxqqdx when }u} is small enough.
Therefore, there exist r ą 0 and δ ą 0 such that ϕpuq ě δ ą 0 for every u P X and
}u} “ r.
From pH1q, we have
F`px, tq ě C1 |t|
ppxq rlnp1` |t|qsapxq ´ c2, @px, tq P R
N ˆ R`.
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We may assume there exists x0 P Ω such that ∇ppx0q ‰ 0.
Define h P C0pBpx0, εqq as
hpxq “
"
0, |x´ x0| ě ε
ε´ |x´ x0| , |x´ x0| ă ε
.
From Lemma 2.8, we may let ε ą 0 is small enough such that
ϕ`pthq Ñ ´8 as tÑ `8.
Since ϕ` p0q “ 0, ϕ` satisfies the conditions of Mountain Pass lemma. So ϕ` admits
at least one nontrivial critical point, which implies the problem (P`) has a nontrivial
weak solution u1. It is easy to see that u1 is nonnegative. Therefore, u1 is a nontrivial
nonnegative weak solution of pP q.
Step 2. We obtain the asymptotic behavior of u1.
According to the Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 of [9], u1 is locally bounded. From Theorem 1.2
of [8], u1 is locally C
1,α continuous. Similar to the proof of Proposition 2.5 of [14], we
obtain that u1 is C
1,αpRNq and satisfies lim
|x|Ñ8
u1pxq “ 0 and lim
|x|Ñ8
|∇u1pxq| “ 0.
Step 3. We show that u1 is positive.
Noticing that f satisfies pH0q and u1 is nonnegative. We can see that
´△ppxq u1 ` V pxq |u1|
ppxq´2
u1 ` Cp|u1|
ppxq´2
u1 ` |u1|
αpxq´2
u1q
“ Cp|u1|
ppxq´2
u1 ` |u1|
αpxq´2
u1q ` fpx, u1q ě 0.
Thus, u1 is a nontrivial nonnegative weak supersolution of the following equation
´△ppxq u1 ` V pxq |u1|
ppxq´2
u1 ` Cp|u1|
ppxq´2
u1 ` |u1|
αpxq´2
u1q “ 0.
According to the Theorem 1.1 of [38], we can see that u1 ą 0 in R
N . By now, we have
finished the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Now, we proceed to prove Theorem 1.2. For this purpose, we shall first make some
functional-analytic preparations. Note thatX is a reflexive and separable Banach space.
Therefore, there are teju Ă X and
 
e˚j
(
Ă X˚ (see [41], Section 17, Theorem 2-3) such
that
X “ spantej , j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u, X
˚ “ spanW
˚
te˚j , j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u,
and
ă e˚j , ej ą“
"
1, i “ j,
0, i ‰ j.
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For convenience, we write Xj “ spanteju, Yk “
k
‘
j“1
Xj , and Zk “
8
‘
j“k
Xj.
Lemma 3.4. Let α P C`
`
R
N
˘
, αpxq ăă p˚pxq for any x P RN , denote
βk “ sup
!
|u|αp¨q |}u} “ 1, u P Zk
)
.
Then, lim
kÑ8
βk “ 0.
Proof. Obviously, 0 ă βk`1 ď βk, so βk Ñ β ě 0. Let uk P Zk satisfy
}uk} “ 1, 0 ď βk ´ |uk|αp¨q ă
1
k
.
Then there exists a subsequence of tuku (which we still denote by tuku) such that
uk á u, and
ă e˚j , u ą“ lim
kÑ8
@
e˚j , uk
D
“ 0, @e˚j ,
which implies that u “ 0, and so uk á 0. Since the embedding from X to L
αp¨q
`
R
N
˘
is compact, then uk Ñ 0 in L
αp¨q
`
R
N
˘
. Hence we get βk Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8. The proof of
Lemma 3.4 is completed. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2, we recall the following critical point lemma (see
e.g., [43, Theorem 4.7]. If the Cerami condition is replaced by the well known pP.S.q-
condition, see [4, Page 221, Theorem 3.6] for the corresponding version of critical point
theorem.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that ϕ P C1pX,Rq is even, and satisfies the Cerami condition.
Let V `, V ´ Ă X be closed subspaces of X with codimV ` ` 1 “dim V ´, and suppose
there holds
(10) ϕp0q “ 0.
(20) Dτ ą 0, γ ą 0 such that @u P V ` : }u} “ γ ñ ϕpuq ě τ.
(30) Dρ ą 0 such that @u P V ´ : }u} ě ρñ ϕpuq ď 0.
Consider the following set:
Γ “ tg P C0pX,Xq | g is odd, gpuq “ u if u P V ´ and }u} ě ρu,
then
(a) @δ ą 0, g P Γ, S`δ X gpV
´q ‰ ∅, here S`δ “ tu P V
` | }u} “ δu;
(b) the number ̟ :“ inf
gPΓ
sup
uPV ´
ϕpgpuqq ě τ ą 0 is a critical value for ϕ.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2 We only need to prove the existence of infinitely many pairs
of weak solutions. The proof of regularity and asymptotic behavior of solutions are
similarly to that of Theorem 1.1.
According to pH0q, pH1q and pH3q, ϕ is an even functional and satisfies Cerami condition.
Let V `k “ Zk, it is a closed linear subspace of X and V
`
k ‘ Yk´1 “ X .
We may assume that there exists xn P Ω such that ∇ppxnq ‰ 0.
Define hn P C0pBpxn, εnqq as
hnpxq “
"
0, |x´ xn| ě εn
εn ´ |x´ xn| , |x´ xn| ă εn
.
From Lemma 2.8, we may let εn ą 0 be small enough such that
ϕpthnq Ñ ´8 as tÑ `8.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
supp hi X supp hj “ ∅, @i ‰ j.
Set V ´k “ spanth1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hku. We will prove that there are infinite many pairs of V
`
k and
V ´k , such that ϕ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.5 and the corresponding critical
value ̟k :“ inf
gPΓ
sup
uPV ´
k
ϕpgpuqq Ñ `8 when k Ñ `8, which implies that there are
infinitely many pairs of solutions to the problem pP q.
For any k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , we will prove that there exist ρk ą γk ą 0 and large enough k
such that
pA1q bk : “ inf
 
ϕpuq | u P V `k , }u} “ γk
(
Ñ `8 pk Ñ `8q;
pA2q ak : “ max tϕpuq| u P V
´
k , }u} “ ρku ď 0.
First, we show (A1) holds. Let σ P p0, V0q be small enough, where V0 is defined in pV q.
By pH0q and pH2q, there is a Cpσq ą 0 such that
F px, uq ď σ |u|ppxq ` Cpσq |u|αpxq , @x P RN , @u P R.
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By computation, for any u P Zk with }u} “ γk “ p2Cpσqα
`βα
`
k q
1{pp´´α`q, we have
ϕpuq “
ż
RN
1
ppxq
p|∇u|ppxq ` V pxq |u|ppxqqdx´
ż
RN
F px, uqdx
ě
1
p`
ż
RN
p|∇u|ppxq ` V pxq |u|ppxqqdx´ Cpσq
ż
RN
|u|αpxq dx´ σ
ż
RN
|u|ppxq dx
ě
1
2p`
}u}p
´
´ Cpσq |u|
αpξq
αp¨q (where ξ P R
N)
ě
#
1
2p`
}u}p
´
´ Cpσq, if |u|αp¨q ď 1,
1
2p`
}u}p
´
´ Cpσqβα
`
k }u}
α` , if |u|αp¨q ą 1,
ě
1
2p`
}u}p
´
´ Cpσqβα
`
k }u}
α` ´ Cpσq
“
1
2p`
p2Cpσqα`βα
`
k q
p´{pp´´α`q ´ Cpσqβα
`
k p2Cpσqα
`βα
`
k q
α`{pp´´α`q ´ Cpσq
“
1
2
p
1
p`
´
1
α`
qp2Cpσqα`βα
`
k q
p´{pp´´α`q ´ Cpσq Ñ `8 (as k Ñ8),
because p` ă α` and βk Ñ 0
` as k Ñ 8. Therefore, bk Ñ `8, (as k Ñ8).
Now, we show that pA2q holds. From Lemma 2.8, it is easy to see that
ϕpthq Ñ ´8 as tÑ `8, @h P V ´k “ spanth1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hku with ‖ h ‖“ 1,
which implies that pA2q holds.
To sum up, the proof of Theorem 1.2 is completed.
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